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SUNSCREEN
SALE!
Be proactive this summer and protect your skin. This
month New Life Aesthetics is offering 20% off of all
sunscreen. We have sunscreen formulated for every skin
type including our most popular HA Physical Tint SPF 44.
All of our New Life Aesthetics sunscreens are cosmetically
elegant and made of the purest ingredients. Stock up now
while they're on sale. Call today for curbside pickup!

CONTOUR YOUR
CURVES
Do you eat right and excercise but just can't get
rid of stubborn fat? Coolsculpting Elite is coming
soon to New Life Aesthetics! Coolsculpting Elite
eliminates unwanted fat cells without surgery
and little to no downtime. This non-invasive
treatment targets two treatment areas at once
with dual applicators. It's the only FDA approved
treatment to get rid of fat bulges in NINE
different areas. It's scientifically proven to
permanently eliminate 20-25% of treated fat
cells. Coolsculpting Elite sculpts your body with
no surgery or anesthesia.

NO MORE
NECK LINES

LIP LINES
LONG GONE

Tighten those upper lip lines! The Subnovii Plasma Pen makes upper lip lines
diminish and disappear. This client was thrilled with her results. Subnovii spot
treats wrinkles and increases collagen. It targets neck bands, lipstick lines
and crepe-like skin. Subnovii Plasma Pen also creates a non surgical brow lift
while tightening skin. It is the most sophisticated plasma technology available.

COMBINE AND
CONQUER
Combine and conquer and find your fountain
of youth. Combine three New Life Aesthetics
anti-aging medical grade products for
optimum results. Begin with Anti-Ox CE Fe
which boosts collagen production, reduces
wrinkles and fights against photoaging. Then
add Needle Free Serum to increase firmness
and elastin production and decrease skin
laxity. Finally, apply Ageless Biopeptide
Growth Factor Cream which utilizes
Humigrowth technology to smooth vertical
wrinkles and improve hydration and collagen
production. Combine these three New Life
Aesthetics products for healthy skin results!

